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Six years ago, the New Atlantis Foundation Lecture, given in this
place, was devoted to “The Christian Philosophy of Vladimir
Solovyov’. Solovyov himself was considerably influenced by the
man whom,in a friendly reference, hecalled ‘the godless infidel
Comte’, and has written some admirable pages ofcritical appraisal
of his work. Dimitrije Mitrinovic, the Founder of the New
Atlantis, drew attention to the significance of Comte and often
spoke of him in connection with Solovyov—and he keptthis
plaque of Comte’s impressive head amongtheportraits near his
desk. There are.clearly excellent reasons why a New Atlantis
Foundation Lecture should be dedicated to his memory and to
considering Comte’s place in philosophy andsociology.

For the New Atlantis is concerned with Man’s taking responsi-
bility for his life and for the world, in a way that would not have
been possible in earlier times, when human consciousness was not
individuated as it is today, and when the world was not yet the
One World that we can hardly fail to be aware of now. A great
effort ofreconciliation is needed, on every plane. To enable Man’s
responsibility to be effective we need to move towards new,as yet
unrecognised, sciences: Anthropo-philosophy; then Anthropo-
biology, Anthropo-psychology, and Anthropo-sociology, repre-
senting the past and the present and the future ofMan seen con-
cretely. The first of these Foundation Lectures used the term
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Anthropo-philosophy. The term Anthropo-biology has already
appeared in another Foundation Lecture—that given on aspects of
the work of Jaworski. Can we begin to see the possibility of
Anthropo-sociology in what Sir Patrick Geddes called ‘the
magnificent pro-synthetic sketch of Comte’s sociology’?

Nowit is, or should be, knownthat the word ‘sociology’ was
invented by August Comte—in 1839, to be precise—for what he
hadfirst called ‘social physics’. As a hybrid of Greek and Latin,
this word symbolized the role of European culture in the leader-
ship which he believed was the responsibility of the West to the
world.
The basic elements from which society is formed had been

studied in ancient India; and the modern Indian sage Bhagavan
Das, to whom last year’s Foundation Lecture was devoted,

developed this study in a way that makesit applicable to modern
life, in “The Science of Social Organisation’. The particular role
of Comte was to carry further than anyoneelse before him the
theory ofthe application ofscience to society. But he has a further
and possibly even more importantclaim on ourattention, because
in a manner transcending his own rationalistic theory he advanced
and upheld a vision of Humanity—past, present and future—as
constituting a living organism—‘Le GrandEtre’, the Great Being
which alone gives meaning to ourindividual existences.
Comte, though the founder of the Religion of Humanity,is a

very French figure—as one might say that William Morris, for
instance, is a very English figure. His cast of thought, and to a
considerable extent his sources, are French. Wehave to think of
his as the prodigy of a young scholar, waiting at Montpelier be-
cause he hadpassedfirst into the Ecole Polytechnique—oneofthe
greatest European institutions ofhigher education—before he was
sixteen; looking out on the France that was trying to finditself
after the cataclysm ofthe Revolution and the Napoleonic Empire
andits fall, a cataclysm that had reached its climax just about the
time when he was born.It had been a time of sweeping away, of
tearing down,oftrying to express in action someoftheresults of
critical thinking which had characterized the preceding period, the
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time of Voltaire, Rousseau, and the Encyclopedists. There was a
creative and reconstructive side to their thinking too; but to
collect, synthesize, formulate and advance men’s thought and
action after the defeat ofNapoleon and in thereactionary climate
which followed, was a tremendouschallenge. Bridges reminds us
that Comte was a contemporary of Shelley’s and ‘his boyhood,
like Shelley’s, had been marked by precociouszeal for the widest
interests of humanity. Like Shelley,’ says Bridges, ‘he was an
ardent Republican, and like him he had very early cometo see
that the dogmas ofthe Established Church were unbelievable. But
to these conditions he added a vigour and firmness of character
which to those who knew him recalled the old Roman type; a
tenderness of naturelike that of Dante, and a philosophic grasp
and breadth which to some of us appears withouta parallel since
the age ofAristotle.’
From his young man’s five or six years as secretary to the great

Saint-Simon, Comte derived majorinfluences and indeed many
definite ideas that are sometimes credited to himself alone. Saint-
Simon’s mind wasastonishingly fertile and he wasa brilliant con-
tinuer ofideasfirst put forward by the Voltairean Condorcet, but
someofthem alreadyto be seen in the work ofFrancis Bacon and
ofthe XVIIth century Italian philosopher Vico, who in some sense
anticipated Comte byindicating a law ofthree stages. Condorcet
may claim to have been the first to call for a science of society
based upon the study of history and aiming at a verifiable and
scientific polity—and this was nolater than 1792, six years before
Comte was born.

Saint-Simon wrote a ‘Mémoiresurla science de ?homme’in
1813. In 1817 his big work on Industry included an important
contribution by Comte. At his death in 1825 Saint-Simon was
working on a book called ‘New Christianity’. It is possible to see
that a numberofthe leading Comteian motifs, and indeedthefirst
conception of Positivism itself, are to be found in Saint-Simon.
In his ‘System of Positive Polity’, produced after his “Positive
Philosophy’, Comte harshly repudiated what he called the morbid
liaison of his youth with a depraved juggler; yet in a letter to a
friend (quoted by Durkheim) he had admitted his debt to it and
sald:



‘This influence strongly served my philosophic education.’
He added ‘T certainly owe a great deal intellectually to Saint-
Simon, thatis to say, he contributed powerfully to launching
me in the philosophic direction that I haveclearly created for
eee today and that I will follow without hesitation all my
“e

To the same friend he writes in 1818:
‘I havelearned throughthis relationship ofwork and friend-

ship with one of the men whosees furthest in philosophic
politics. I have learned a mass of things I vainly would have
sought in books, and my mind has made more headway these
six months of our connection than it would in three years,
had I beenalone’.
It wasthe first chapters ofthe ‘Positive Polity’ that first appeared

incorporated with Saint-Simon’s work on Industry, and when it
was published separately—in a style somewhere between the two
extremes of comment just quoted—Comte wrote:

‘Having reflected fori time on the main idea of Saint-
Simon,I applied myself exclusively to developing andperfect-
ing that portion of the views ofthis philosopher whichrelates
to scientific direction . . . I thought I had to make public the
preceding statement so that, if my works appear to deserve
some approval, it may go to the founderofthe philosophic
school ofwhich I am honouredto bea part.’

I go into theserelations between the two thinkers becauseit is
seldom made clear. The English Positivists, for instance, were
essentially Comtists, and were not muchinterested in doing
justice to Saint-Simon. Justice to him must be done, however,
when werealise that he was the intellectual father not only, in
somerespects, ofComte, but offour orfive other French thinkers
ofsomeorofgreat importance, the most remarkable ofwhom are
Fourier (though theinfluenceinthis case is disputed) andProudhon;
besides the more recent Durkheim, who is more a Saint-Simonian
than a Comteian. But perhaps the best conclusion to this brief
allusion to the problem would be some words ofJohn Morley
(who did not write as a Comtist himself): ‘The most cursory
glance into Saint-Simon’s writings is enough to reveal the thread
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ofconnection between the ingenious visionary and the systematic
thinker. Wesee the debt, and wealso see that, whenit is stated at
the highest possible, nothing has been taken from Comte’s claims
as a powerful original thinker, or from his immeasurable pre-
eminence over Saint-Simonin intellectual grasp and vigour and
coherence’.

I have mentioned the English Positivists. They were a notable
group,first led by four Oxford men,all ofWadham College:—
Congreve,andthree ofhis pupils, Harrison, Beesley, and Bridges.
Theyall attained to some eminencein their respective professional
worlds, and certainly exercised some influence in the great social
questions ofthe day,including trade-unionism, education (at the
time whenthefirst great Education Act, 1870, was beginning to
be thoughtof), industrial welfare, and Home Rule for dependent
peoples. Among muchinteresting information,the valuable book
by McGee gives an example ofhow they carried Comte’sethical
teachingsinto the fray ofany prominentissue; as when there was
a public exposure of the extent to which vivisection was being
carried on, and Drs. Congreve and Bridges condemnedit abso-
lutely in connection with teaching, declaring that the student does
not need it; and maintained that whileit is useful as an instrument
of research, it should be used only for a specific problem and not
as a means ofchance discoveries. Their reason was that a debased
tule of behaviour towards animals not only tends to harm the
investigators themselves butis an influence ramifying far beyond
them,carryingin its train some weakeningofthe finer sympathies,
somecallousness to human suffering.
As to their feeling on the human score, there is a tremendous

article by Harrison in the ‘Fortnightly Review’ for June, 1865,
attacking with the fire of a Ruskin the flagrant abuses and ex-
ploitations of workers, especially women and children, which
werestill there to be attacked, in industry and in housing,in the
Englandofless than a century ago. And notonly the ‘works reek-
ing with cruel blots’ came under the lash, but also ‘gangs of
womenandchildren driven from farm to farm by an actual slave-
driver. Is there not our rural labourer, the portent of England,
without hopeor energy, plodding wearily throughlife like his ox?
And where such abomination is not, is there not amidst the
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healthier forms of labour a deep class feud, andspirit ofstrife,
sweeping across our modern industry, as the plagues and famines
of the Middle Ages swept over Europe—gigantic outrages and
strikes, shaking the fabric of society, and threatening its institu-
tions; on the oneside a wild sense ofwrong,on theothera raging
desire to be rich? These arethe evils we see, and for which we need
a remedy; evils of moral, of social kinds, coming out of rotten

systemsoflife and ungovernable passions’.
I makethese references to show that what weare discussingis

not somethingconfinedto an ivory toweror a laboratory, but was
taken by men inspired by Comtestraightinto the forefront of the
social struggles of the day. The full history of Positivist interven-
tion into public affairs would be a remarkable document,as is even
the condensed treatment of it by McGee. In thefield of trade
unionism it has been recognised in the researches of Sidney and
Beatrice Webb.

Thetheoretical fortunes of the Positivist system were perhaps
less favourable. John Stuart Mill, having first responded with such
enthusiasm that he organised personal financial aid for Comteat a
time when it was much needed,afterwardsfell out with him and
with his ideas. A secondleading figure in English XIXth century
thought who also attacked him—in a manner which does him
little credit—was T. H. Huxley. A third giant who wrote against
Positivism, in the person of Harrison, was Ruskin, but his attack
was theleast well-informed ofall: he did withdraw from it in face
of Harrison’s counter-attack. But there was still another of the
giants of the age waiting to pounce: this was Herbert Spencer,
who inveighed directly against Comte for his ‘consummate
passion for regulating humanity’. If the leading English philoso-
phers andscientists of the XIXth century turned against him,
among those who responded with great enthusiasm were the
writers Harriet Martineau (whotranslated someofhis work), and
George Eliot (whotranslated Feuerbach).
Wehave to wait for Sir Patrick Geddes to see, and to carry over

into our present century, the profound significance of Comte’s
intuitive grasp ofbasic sociological factors, (he did not apparently
study the ancient Indian sources: did he perhaps know something
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of the work of Fabre d’Olivet?) and to fructify it by a synthesis
with the thoroughly positive researches and methods of Frédéric

Le Play.It is from this synthesis that a living and truly human

sociology becomes possible, howeverlittle this study has succeeded

in establishing itself in our Universities today (except perhaps

among some Geographers!)—some Universities, I believe, eae

ing ‘Sociology’ without studying Comte—or Geddes—while

others retreat into ‘Social Science’ or ‘Social Studies’ is an attempt

to conform moreclosely to thescientific prejudices of our day.

Another remarkable sociological writer—apparently quite for-

gotten today—whoarises directly out ofComteis Benjamin Kidd.

Particular appreciation of his work has been foundfartherfield,

in the young nations ofLatin America, where his renovation ofa

Catholic conception oforderhas evidently met a need. I have my-

selfmet a ChiefJustice of Brazil whois an enthusiastic Positivist;

and indeed the national flag of his country carries a motto from

Comte.
But one cannot avoid a sense ofhistoric failure about both

Comte’s thinking and his proposals, as he seems to have under-

stood them himself and as they have been taken by others up to

now,in comparison with his younger contemporary Marx, whose

success has been a remarkable feature of the last hundred years.

That is to say, Marxism has in the last half-century conquered

empires, and Positivism has lost even its Chapelfor the Religion of
Humanity off Red Lion Square; butthis turn of Fortune’s wheel

of historic facts may be deceptive as an indication of ultimate

human significance.

The work of Comte does indeed lend itself to criticism on

several scores—but mainly as a result ofnot being taken as a whole.

His famous Lawofthe Three Stages (already indicated in outline

by Saint-Simon)has been well, andfairly, dealt with by Solovyov,

and also by Caird. Butfirst let us hear it in Comte’s own words

(fom the ‘Fundamental Principles of the Positive Philosophy’,

1830, based on his original course oflectures):
‘In studying the total development ofhuman intelligence in

its different spheresofactivity, from its first and simplest begin-

ning up to our own time,I believe that I have discovered a great

 



fundamental Law, to which the mindis subjected by an invari-
able necessity. The truth of this Law can, I think, be demons-
trated both by reasonedproofs furnished by a knowledge ofour
mental organisation, and by historical verification due to an
attentive study ofthe past. This Law consists in the fact that each
of our principal conceptions, each branch of our knowledge,
passes in succession throughthreedifferenttheoretical states, the
Theological or fictitious state, the Metaphysical or abstract
state, and the Scientific or positive state. In other words, the
human mind—byits very nature—makes use successively in
eachofits researches ofthree methods ofphilosophizing, whose
characters are essentially different, and radically opposed to each
other. Wehavefirst the Theological method, then the Meta-
physical method,andfinally the Positive method. Hence there
are three kinds ofphilosophy or general systems ofconceptions
on the aggregate ofphenomena, which are mutually alates
ofeach other. Thefirst is the necessary starting-point ofhuman
intelligence: the third represents its fixed and definite state: the
secondis only destinedto serveas a transitional method’.
That is the bald first statement of the Law—many pages are

devoted to expanding and illustrating it. The criticism by
Solovyovy,ifI putit very briefly notto say crudely,is that Comte
had nofeeling for Theology and did not understand Metaphysics,
so that to interpret his Law as a succession, according to which
Theology and Metaphysics had become obsolete, was to talk
nonsense, for in fact they co-exist with Science, but in different
spheres. If, however, we apply the three stages to modes ofex-
plaining observed phenomena,the statement is correct and is a
clear summary ofthe adventofscientific methodas called for by
Francis Bacon who (was an acknowledged predecessor of both
Comte andSaint-Simon).
As to the question whether Comte is properly speaking a

philosopherat all, we may perhapsaccept his own definition:
‘regret to have been obliged to employ, for want ofanother,

a welike philosophy, which has been so improperly used in a
multitude of different meanings. But the qualifying adjective
positive appears to meclearly to prevent any misconception,at
all events on the part of those who know its proper meaning.I
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will, therefore, simply say that I use the word philosophy in the
sense in which it was employed by the ancients, and especially
by Aristotle, as comprising the general system of human con-
ceptions; and by adding the word positive I wish to denote that
I am considering that particular manner of philosophizing
which holds that the purpose of theories, in any class of idea,
is to co-ordinate facts’.
Comte’s own rationalising tendencyandclear logical mind (and

we must rememberthat he gavehis entire course ofPhilosophy in
72 lectures without a note) undoubtedly led him dangerously far,
in both his explanations and his expectations, since he seems at
times to have assumedthatall that was needed was to indicate and
propagate correctideas, and the right human results would follow.
Herehereveals a lack, for which he cannot however be blamed—
since Psychology as now understoodhad notyet been discovered.
Today, however rarely Psychology may justify the name of a
science, it is known even to laymen that human actions are not
normally determined by pure reason, or by a combination of
reason and morals, or by feelings or motives of which weare
conscious; and the absence ofthis knowledge in Comte undoubt-
edly tends to weaken his sociology and reduce his authority in
modern eyes. Together with his apparent lack ofhumourit opens
the way to the excesses ofhis rationalistic planning, including the
insistence on Paris as the Romeofthe new Religion ofHumanity,
and himselfas its Supreme Pontiff. The hierarchic discipline ofhis
scheme was enoughto rouse the ire, and indeed thefear, of such
championsofliberalism as J. S. Mill, and is a major cause ofits
failure as an organised movement.

Ata later date, Comte’s thinking is completely out-rationalised
by thebrilliance ofa Pareto,striking sparks on him right andleft.
But one cannotlive by Pareto, as men have lived by Comte.
Taking it together, as we must, with his own life-story—the

devout Catholic mother, the unfortunate marriage, the abortive
romance with Clotilde de Vaux andtherigid cult ofher memory,
—wesee the man in his human limitations. But to judge him by
these would be unworthy ofhis stature andfalse to his method,
and our concern mustbe to see in whathis greatnessreally consists,
and to try to develop our own powerto appreciateit.
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In attempting to assess the significance ofComte for Sociology,
and as oneofthe forerunners of Anthropo-sociology,it is perhaps
wise not to go into too much detail. Comte himself was so con-
fident of the rightness of his conception, worked out with such
exceptional consistency for a wholelifetime, that he did go into
considerable detail ofhis plan for the immediate reorganisation of
the West and the World. He would no doubthave been wiser to
allow pupils and colleagues to work out the details, to begin to
take over the extension ofhis work, and to prepare for direct suc-
cession to himself in authority. As it was, he left too much in
apparently rigid form ofinstructions, and no one whom he was
prepared to recognise to fill the supreme position which he had
undertaken himself. He sometimes reminds us ofthe Christians of
the early Church, who confidently expected the Last Judgmentin
their own lifetime, for he estimated as nolater than the end of the
XIXth century the time whenthe largest nations ofEurope would
be Portugal and Ireland. Yet the significant point here is not the
timing, which he may even have adopted deliberately as a way of
dynamising his followers, but the soundness ofhis principle. It
required some prescience in mid-nineteenth century to foretell
that there would be a separate Irish nation within a century, as
indeed cameto pass. His view that within the same time France
would have becomeseventeen small republics is not a crazy de-
lusion butan indication ofa very soundprinciple, fully supported
by Sir Patrick Geddes in the present century, that a federation of
Swiss-type cantons, representing a modern form of the Greek
city-state, would be a great deal healthier and more human than
the bigger and bigger Leviathan states and blocks with which we
have, in general, been afflicted. The break-up of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire was indeed a step in Comte’s direction, and the
possibilities of such movements are far from being exhausted. As
Geddes put it—andthis is fully in the spirit ofComte—weshould
aim at making communities moreindividualised and individuals
moresocialised. We see an example ofthis in the nation ofYugo-
slavia—emerging from the former Austro-Hungarian Empire,
and today consisting not of a unitary state but a federation ofsix
Republics and two Autonomous Regions. Our current news-
papersin this country tell us ofa Governmentproposal to set up a
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centre ofgovernment at Newcastle for the Province ofthe North-
East, and of a vision of Wessex reborn in glory with King
Alfred’s golden dragon standard flaming from its flag-pole when
the Governor and Executive Council meet in their Palace at
Winchester.
To follow Comte’s thinking towards its application to society

we mustestablish the step from his Law of the Three Stages, re-
ferred to already. He saw thefirst or Theological stage as being
marked by conquest, the second or Metaphysical stage as being
concerned with defence, and the third or Positive stage as being
the age of Industry. (His debt to Saint-Simon must be noticed in
this connection.) In order to apply science to society, an ordering
of the sciences is needed, and this necessary step towards a
philosophy of the sciences is carried out by a fine example of
Comte’s thinking. He wrote, in the first chapter of his “Positive
Philosophy’:

‘Now that the human mind has founded celestial physics,
terrestrial physics (mechanical and chemical), and organic
physics (vegetable and animal), it only remains to complete the
system of observational sciences by the foundation of Social
Physics. This is at the present time, under several important
aspects, the greatest and most pressing of our mental needs’.

He adds:
‘The formation ofSocial Physics at last completes the system

of natural sciences. It therefore becomes possible and even
necessary to summarise these differentsciences, so that they may
be co-ordinated by presenting them as so many branches of a
single trunk, instead of continuing to look upon them as only
so manyisolated groups’.

Andagain further on:
‘All that is necessary is to create one more great speciality

consisting in the study ofscientific generalisations’.
Andheadds:

“At the sametime,the otherscientists, before devoting them-
selves to their respective specialities, should have received a pre-
vious training embracing all the general principles of positive
knowledge’.
Later on he makes a further observation even more obviously
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relevant to one ofour main educational problems oftoday, when
hesays:

An intelligent person who wishes at the present day to study
the principal branches of Natural Philosophy, in order to ac-
quire a general system ofpositiveideas, is obliged to study each
separate science in the same way and with the same amountof
detail as if he wished to become an astronomical or chemical
specialist, etc. This renders such an education almost impossible
and necessarily very imperfect, even in the case of the most
intelligent minds, placed in the most favourable circumstances’.
Thesignificance of this remark is enhancedlater on, when he

says:
i “Thegreatpolitical and moralcrisis ofexisting societies is due
at bottom to intellectual anarchy. Our gravest evil consists,
indeed, in this profound divergence which now exists among
all minds, with regard to all the fundamental maxims whose
fixity is the first condition ofa true social order’.
Comte, by the whole trend ofhis thinking, looksto a historical

orderofclassification for the sciences, but keeps in view at the
same timea logical order based on decreasing generalisation.

‘Thus it appears to me unquestionable that in the general
system ofthe Sciences, Astronomy should be placed before
Physics (properly so called); and yet several branchesofphysics,
especially optics, are indispensable to the complete exposition
of astronomy’.

Nevertheless he is able to sum up:
‘Physicists who have not first studied Astronomy, at least

underits general aspect; Chemists, who before applying them-
selves to their special science, have not previously studied
Astronomyand then Physics; Physiologists who have not pre-
pared themselvesfortheir special labours by a preliminary study
ofAstronomy, Physics and Chemistry; all these lack one ofthe
fundamental conditions oftheir intellectual development. This
is still more evidentin the case of students who wish to devote
themselves to the positive study of Social phenomena, without
having in the first place acquired a general knowledge of
Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry and Physiology’.
The synoptic view ofthe sciences thus worked out by Comte
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therefore givesus, in descending order ofgenerality and increasing
order of complexity:—

1. Mathematics,
2. Astronomy,

. Physics,

. Chemistry,

. Physiology,

. Social Physics—later christened Sociology,

. Ethics or Morals—added subsequently as the final science.

It is now possible to see how his thinking led him in the end
back to religion—the Religion of Humanity, a religion without
the supernatural—which Huxley jeered at as ‘Catholicism minus
Christianity’

T
W
A
W
S
P
W

Comte saw,andit is one ofhis great values, that in society there
operate the three factors which aredistinguishable in the individual
man—his willing, his thinking, and his feeling. This basic tri-
unity has indeed been studied and systematized in philosophy from
ancient India, through ancient Greece, and in Christianity.
Comte’s own view wasthatifthese principal functionsoflife can
be attributed correctly and pursued consciously, the result would
be a harmonious,healthy andcreativelife for society and for man-
kind as a whole. For he did take the unusual step of conceiving
mankind as a whole, and really meantitliterally and seriously—
as so few have done. His use of the word ‘organic’ shows how
literally he meantit, even though the conception of ‘function’,
sociologically speaking, was notso fully developed in Comte as it
later became in Geddes and Ramiro de Maezti. From fairly
early stage in Comte’s work he insists that we must ‘prendre la
direction organique’, and his ‘Grand Etre’ only gives difficulty to
rationalistic followers ofPositivism becausehis vision ofit trans-
cends the obviously observable phenomena of Man Present, to
include simultaneously Man Future and Man Past. He points out
that we the living are only a minority ofHumanity. Butit must
be noted that he emphasizes that not everyone in human form is
worthy to be considered as a member of Humanity. Oneofhis
definitions of ‘Le Grand Etre’is:
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‘the assemblage of beings, past, future and present, who of
their own free will work together towards the perfecting of
universal order’.
With the almost mystical quality which entered his work after

the death ofClotilde de Vaux,he reaches a stage, with his Religion

ofHumanity, which no one could have foreseen from the logical
development of his thinking as set forth in the seventy-two
lectures of his Course of Positive Philosophy (which, it may be
remembered, were attended by some of the greatest mathe-
maticians and biologists of the age). Yet it would be a mistake to
separate this part of his work from what most people would
regard as his social philosophy pure and simple, for his is not in
fact a purely ‘scientific’ observation of data, in the modern sense
of‘scientific’, but a view ofsociety whichis concerned about society
and about man’s destiny. It might therefore be defined as a
‘normative’ sociology—hence perhaps its unpopularity today.
To return, then, to Comte’s analysis: he sees Ae WILLfunction

as represented by Industry, with its two sides of Workers and
Chiefs working together; THINKINGis represented by Intellec-

tuals, led by those who according to the Religion of Humanity
would be the Priests—men qualified in all seven of the sciences;
while FEELINGis represented by Woman.This fourfold view of
society, which it is very interesting to compare with the ancient
Indian view,is later developed by Geddes.
Comte, with his synoptic view of the sciences as a whole, was

able to interweave them with unusual flexibility. Hence his strik-
ing use of the terms ‘Social Statics’ and ‘Social Dynamics’. The
former deals with the conditions of existence commonto all
human societies: thatis to say it is the Theory ofOrder. Thelatter
deals with the laws ofthe evolution ofsocieties: thatis to say it is
the Theory ofProgress. Both are necessary for the constitution of
a Positive Sociology. As Comte himself pointed out in surveying
the state ofsuch studies known to him,the theory has constantly
outstripped the known facts and has acquired a metaphysical
flavour. A modern writer on sociological method (John adge in
‘The Tools of Social Science’) maintains thatthis is still the case.
Comtelaid an emphasis on the basic principles ofhuman order

which modern social scientists find unpalatable, and which,since
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Geddes, have been allowed to drop. An example of these princi-

ples is the attention given to Spiritual and Temporal powers, and.

the rightrelationship between them. Solovyovtakes this distinc-

tion very seriously and traces it as a mainspring of European

history. Another is the factors State, Family and Church. It is

necessary for us to makethe effort to follow him in the processes

ofthoughtandvision which led him from his Positive Philosophy

to his Positive Polity and thence to the Religion of Humanity,

with its implication of a New Order which wasto be thefinal

Order ofMan, throughits expression, in social and cultural forms,

of the essential and unchanging functions of the Being Man.

In his ethical teaching andin therituals and social sacraments of

the Religion of Humanity, Comte maintains a theoretical basis

consistent with his whole Positive philosophy. But, as Caird

points out: ‘Comte’s own theory,like every intelligible view of

the world, involves a metaphysic and endsin a theology’. Caird

emphasises that ‘Comteis not simply an agnostic; he doesnotdeny

the reality of the wants which Metaphysics and Theology have

hitherto striven to satisfy; nor does he hold that these wants are,

by the nature of things and of the human intelligence, for ever

precluded from satisfaction’. What he does maintain is that it is

the function of Religion to unify, and he believes that correct

thinking has led him to a conception ofReligion whichis universal

and final. Someofhis ethical precepts show how warmly as well

as deeply he considered human needs and the surest ways of

meeting them, as for example:
‘Act from affection, and think in order toact’,

(or as its original metrical form has been rendered in English—
‘Action from impulse springs; thought guides the act’.)

or ‘Live for others; live openly’.
or ‘Between the World and Man, we need Humanity’.

Hebelieved that Humanity depended forits fulfilment on the

element ofaffection, devotion andself-sacrifice which he saw as

represented by Woman.(It should be understood that he always

spoke ofLe Grand Etreas a feminine being, and it was sometimes

representedin his followers’ meeting-places by a reproduction of

the Sistine Madonna. Solovyov has a most interesting discussion
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ofthis in relation to his own vision of Sophia). Much of Comte’s
teaching on these matters is expressed in a dialogue between a
priest of the Church ofHumanity and a woman, brought up asa
Catholic, whoseeksinstruction.The Priests (who, you remember,
have been educatedin all seven ofthe sciences and whoare doctors
ofmedicine) are obliged to marry, so as to ensure that they come
underthis beneficent, altruistically-inspiring influence ofwoman.
Marriageforall is to be lifelong andindissoluble. As Comte puts it:

“Between two beings so different as man and woman,is our
short lifetime too much for getting to know and to love each
other worthily’:
Comte,like Solovyov, sees conjugal love as a gatewayto the

possibility ofuniversal love:heis not so naiveas to expect anyone
to attain to love ofhumanity without achieving love in a number
of intermediate relationships, including family and motherland,
and attaches a quite special importance to the love of man and
woman.

Like RudolfSteiner, he saw particular significance in the seven-
year stages ofhuman life, and devised appropriate sacraments for
each. Amongtheseit was only at the SacramentofDestination,at
the age of28, that a man could becomea Priest (as one may well
imagine from thefullness ofhis preliminary training). This was
indeed the age by which any man was to be formally launched on
his chosen andtrained career. The Priests were to be maintained
throughlife by a ‘sacerdotal subsidy’ contributed by thefaithful:
and this was in fact how Comte himself lived for mostofhis life.
Theprinciple in force was one which Comte applied in a very
important waytoall forms ofservice to Humanity. Hesaid that
all such service was essentially free and that it should be granted by
society the dignity ofmaterial appreciation, that is maintenance,in
return. Oneofhis mottoes should be rememberedin this connec-
tion:

“Wealth is social in its source, and should be used for social
purposes’.

t was Comte’sattitude to existing religions? As Bridges
puts it: “The discovery of a natural law of growth in human
beliefs madeit possible for the first time to sympathise fully and
deeply with thereligions ofthe past; to recognise the immensity of
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our debt to them;to feel our continuity with them.It lies there-
fore at the very rootofthe religion ofHumanity’. It is curious to
note that of the three stages into which the Theological stage is
subdivided—Fetichism, Polytheism, and Monotheism—it seems
to be what Comte calls Fetichism that comes nearest to his active
sympathy. As Bridges puts it “The affinity between Fetichism and
Positivism is one ofthe most impressive andfertile conceptions of
his philosophy’. Comtesees in this light all the manifestations in
which our reverence and love flow over from animate to inani-
mate things—as they do in the poetry of a Wordsworth or the
prose ofaJohn Cowper Powys. This particularly applies to every-
thing associated with the greatfigures ofHumanity.

In this spirit Comte drew up a reformed calendar (one aspect of
which,a fixed date for every day ofthe year, has just been agreed
by the Vatican Council), and he usedit as a way ofbringing home
to his followers howliterally he meant them, and wishedforall
men, to practise the truly religious activity of veneration. He
called his thirteen months after the thirteen great men whose
contribution seemed to him the most significant in the history of
humanity. Others were rememberedeach week, and indeed there
was oneforeach day, the first day of the year being set aside as a
sort ofAll Saints Day. (Incidentally, for those who are curious to
know what he thought of us islanders, more than sixty of his
selection of great men are British). In all of this we see how seri-
ously and how concretely he takes his vision ofHumanity, a some-
whatsimilar view ofwhich emerges at about the same time in the
philosophy of Ludwig Feuerbach.
The seven Sacraments ofthe Church ofHumanity havealready

been referred to. Together with the regular veneration of the
great figures of Humanity, the main practice of the Positivist
religion, as such, was prayer. This, naturally enough, was to be
undone as an extended expression ofveneration, adoration and
dedication ofone’s powers to the service of Humanity, and not a
supplication for benefits to be received. Fine examples of such
devotions are to be found amongthe published writings of Dr.
Bridges. The finest statement of Comte’s considered attitude to
religion is in his own words, at the beginning ofthe last volume
he lived to write. It was a treatise on mathematics, intended to be
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followed by three volumes dealing, respectively, with human
nature, education, and man’s workin the world. This is how the
treatise on mathematics begins:

‘The subordination of Progress to Order, of Analysis to
Synthesis, of Self-love to Love of others; these are the three
modes,practical, theoretical and ethical, ofdescribing the prob-
lem ofman’s life; the attainment ofcomplete andlasting unity.
These various ways of stating what is in truth one question
correspondtothethree sides ofour nature,activity,intelligence,
and feeling: but so inter-dependent are these, that the three
aspects of the problem are not merely connected, they are
identical. Nevertheless the last of these takes precedence ofthe
twoothers,since it alone touchesthe direct source in which the
solution is to be found. For Order implies Love; Synthesis is
impossible except as the result of Sympathy. Consequently
unity in speculation and unity in action are impossible without
unity in feeling. Therefore Religion is more important than
Philosophy or Polity. And thus in the last resort it may be said
that the problem oflife is to bring about harmonyin ourfeel-
ings by enlargingsocial love and repressing self-love. To dothis
implies the subordination ofchange to permanence, and ofthe
spirit ofdetail to large conceptionsofthe whole.’

So here wehave,I suggest, the answer to those who would pay
lip-service to Comtebutset aside his Great Being and his Religion
of Humanity as impossible eccentricities. A truer interpretation
might be to maintain that Comte’s religion is his sociology.
Academic sociology has rejected this, and so the worditself has
degenerated until it can legitimately be said by one of the most
serious and sensitive of our Christian educationists today, that
‘there is no need for sociology or psychology or any of the
sciences to believe in man’. This makes the dilemmaplain. Comte
has proclaimed thescience ofsociety: ‘science’ must mean, in the
generally accepted terminology ofour day, measurement without
valuation. And so Sociology has been defeated because the mean-
ing of‘science’ has shrunk. The word originally meant ‘know-
ledge’, so that a true science of man would mean knowledge of
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man. And that means Man in his entirety, his thinking,his feeling,
his willing; his bodily and his non-bodily attributes—in short,
his body, soul, andspirit.

‘Auguste Comte’, wrote the Christian philosopher Solovyov,

‘is the first to deserve the honour and merit ofnotbeingsatisfied

with the clear and well-looking conclusion’ thatit is the State

which bestows fullness oflife on the individual, as man andcitizen.

Comte, he says, “was one of the first and the few to understand

that the nationin its actual empirical reality is essentially relative’.

‘It is a still greater merit and glory of Comte’s that he indicated

moreclearly,fully and decisively than any ofhis predecessors that

‘something’ other—the collective whole which, in its inner

essence and not merely externally, surpasses every individual man

and actually completes him, both ideally and really: he indicated

humanity asa living positive unity embracingus,as pre-eminently

‘The Great Being’—‘le Grand Etre’.
As Comte himself puts it:

‘Careful study of the world-order reveals to us the pre-

eminentexistence in it of a real Great Being which,as destined

continually to perfect that order. and makeit conform toitself,

represents in the best possible wayits true nature. This indubit-

able Providence,the arbiter ofour fate, necessarily becomes the

commoncentreofourfeelings, thoughts and actions’.
To Solovyov this vision of Comte’s, though only half under-

stood by Comte himself, represents the very essence of Christian-

ity; and in the currentefforts ofChristianity to understanditself—

that is to say, to becomethinkable and actable, and to build a

bridge between the Churches andtherest of the world—we can

see that there is an essential place for the vision of the Order of

Mankindas seen by Auguste Comte.
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